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QUESTION 1

A database administrator created all of the necessary federated objects for an SQL Server data source in a federated
system. Which steps must be performed if the data types of several columns in the SQL Server data source are
changed? 

A. Drop the current data type mapping. 

Create the new data type mapping. 

B. Drop the nickname to the table. Create the new data type mapping. Recreate the nickname to the table. 

C. Drop the current data type mapping. Create the new data type mapping. Drop the nickname to the table. Recreate
the nickname to the table. 

D. Drop the current user mapping. Drop the current data type mapping. Create the new user mapping. Create the new
data type mapping. Recreate the nickname to the table. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the recommended method for removing old backup images and log files for a DB2 10.1 database? 

A. Manually delete old backups and logs. 

B. Utilize the PRUNE LOGFILE PRIOR TO command to remove old backups and logs. 

C. Utilize the PRUNE HISTORY AND DELETE command to remove old backups and logs. 

D. Set the DB2PRUNE_ACTION_LOG configuration parameter to a desired date before generating a new backup. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which constraints are used to tell the DB2 Optimizer to consider business rules that are not enforced by the database
manager? 

A. Check constraints 

B. Default constraints 

C. Informational constraints 

D. Referential integrity constraints 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

After starting a series of LOAD operations it appears that one LOAD is failing. What diagnostic tool would you use to
determine which LOAD operation is being problematic? 

A. db2pd 

B. db2dart 

C. db2fodc 

D. db2ls 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A storage group named HOT_SG was created as follows: 

What does the DATA TAG 1 clause do? 

A. It indicates that the multiple storage paths referenced in the HOT_SG storage group definition exist in one physical
location. 

B. It tells the DB2 Optimizer that database objects stored in the HOT_SG storage group are to be given preference over
other objects when data access plans are generated. 

C. It indicates that the value 1 is to be assigned to data stored in the HOT_SG storage group, which Workload Manager
(WLM) can then use to determine the processing priority to assign to database activities that interact with this data. 

D. It assigns a unique identifier to the instance of the HOT_SG storage group being defined; this identifier can then be
used when moving table spaces to and from the storage group, when dropping the storage group, or when commenting
on the storage group. 

Correct Answer: C 
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